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Abstract
NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) - LEO environmental satellites provide continuous coverage of Earth, supplying high-resolution global meteorological, oceanic and space observation
data. In addition, these satellites are part of the international COSPAS – SARSAT program, which aides
search and rescue teams worldwide. The USA segment, referred to as SARSAT (Search and Rescue Satellite
Aided Tracking) system, is designed to provide distress alert and location data to assist on search and rescue
operations. SARSAT locates distress beacons (406MHz) activated at distress locations. The system calculates a location of the distress event using Doppler processing techniques. Processed data is continuously
retransmitted through the SARSAT downlink to Local User Terminals (LUT) when satellites are in view.
The downlink adjacent interference is expected when two satellites operate in close proximity and share the
same frequency. The downlinks of all SARSAT LEO satellites use the same 1544.5 MHz frequency. In cases
where the satellites are within the main lobe of the local user terminal antenna, transmissions from adjacent
satellites act as interference to one-another, effectively decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the desired
downlink. This can result in missed distress beacon bursts or no stored solutions received at the LUT, consequently no data is provided about a distress location. Analysis on interference prediction, impacts on system operation and recommendations for mitigating interference periods where the duration may be significant, are presented in this paper.
Keywords: LEO, LUT, Beacon, Doppler, Satellite, Adjacent, Interference

1. Introduction
COSPAS-SARSAT is an international, humanitarian
satellite based search and rescue system which operates continuously, detecting and locating transmissions from emergency beacons carried by ships, aircrafts and individuals. This system was originally
sponsored by Canada, France, the former Soviet Union
and the USA [1,2]. The success of the rescue operation
depends crucially on accurate rapid determination of the
distress location. The accuracy of location determination
and the time required to alert rescue authorities depends
on the communication reliability between the LUTs and
the satellites [3,4]. The communication link is established
when the satellite flies within a LUT’s visibility. This
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

‘fly-over’ is called a satellite pass. Communication reliability during a satellite pass may be degraded when satellites sharing the same downlink frequency are adjacent
and interfere to each other, consequently degrading the
received signal at the LUT [5,6].
A general overview of COSPAS-SARSAT search
and rescue system is briefly presented. Since interference analysis relate to the SARSAT system, the space
and ground segment are described in greater detail.
Finally, consideration of the LUT antenna gain pattern,
satellite path geometry and separation distance between
adjacent satellites are described in the prediction of
significant periods of interference. Interference mitigation of significant duration, with attached measurement
results is also presented.
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2. COSPAS-SARSAT System Concept

3.1. Space Segment

The basic COSPAS - SARSAT concept is illustrated in
Figure 1 [1,2]. The operation of this system is further
described.
1) In situations of distress anywhere in the world, when
and where lives are at risk, the emergency beacons are
activated manually or automatically.
2) Emergency alerts received by the satellites are retransmitted to 45 automated (unstaffed) ground stations
worldwide, with several more becoming operational each
year [7,8]. These satellite ground stations are called Local User Terminals.
3) Alerts are routed to a Mission Control Center (MCC)
in the country that operates LUT. Routed alerts include
beacon location computed at the LUT received by one of
the system Low - Earth - Orbiting (LEO) satellites.
4) After validation processing (based on Doppler Effect) alerts are relayed depending on beacon location or
country of registration to either another MCC or to appropriate Rescue Coordination Center (RCC) [1,2].

The SARSAT satellite constellation is presented in Figure
2 [1]. While GEO satellites continually view large areas
of the Earth, and can provide immediate alerting and
identification of 406 MHz beacons, there is no Doppler
shift of the received beacon carrier since the geostationary
satellites are by definition stationary with respect to the
Earth, [9–11]. Another issue is that GEOs can not cover
the Polar Regions adequately since the antenna footprint
is limited to latitudes of about 75º- 80º [12–14].
LEO satellites in polar orbits cover these potential distress regions and allow for Doppler shift processing to be
applied in distress alert location determination. The polar-orbiting approach with on-board memory provided by
the SARP (Search and Rescue Processor) enables each
satellite to provide complete coverage of any point on the
Earth twice a day. Polar-orbiting LEO satellites are in
Sun synchronized orbits [15].
For search and rescue missions, LEO satellites use two
modes of operation:
Repeater mode (Local)–Search and Rescue Repeater
(SARR) immediately retransmits received beacon signals
to any LUT in the satellite’s footprint. This mode is possible when the spacecraft is visible to both the beacon

3. SARSAT System
The USA portion of COSPAS-SARSAT system is operated by NOAA. NOAA’s environmental satellites carry
SARSAT packages. The Mission Control Center (USMCC) is located in Suitland, Maryland [1]. US RCCs are
operated by the US Coast Guard and the US Air Force
[1,2]. The SARSAT system uses two different types of
satellites: polar-orbiting satellites in low Earth orbit
(LEO) and satellites in geosynchronous orbit (GEO).
(Note: The downlinks for LEO and GEO are orthogonally polarized, LEO-Left Hand Circularly Polarized, GEO-Right Hand Circularly Polarized, providing
about 16-20 dB of isolation.) It is shown that the supplemental use of both reduces the time delay and increases coverage area. Only LEOs adjacent interference
is discussed [6].

Figure 2. SARSAT system.
Table 1. SARSAT LEOSAR status.
Orbital Parameters & Payload Instruments

Figure 1. COPSAS-SARSAT concept.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Satellite

Mean
Motion
(rev/day)

Altitude
(km)

Orbit
Period
(hr:min:s)

406
MHz

Glob
al

SARSAT - 7

14.2475

809.45

01 : 41 : 04.2

F

F

SARSAT - 8

14.1251

850.91

01 : 41 : 56.7

F

F

SARSAT - 9

14.2405

811.80

01 : 41 : 07.2

F

F

SARSAT-10

14.1125

855.21

01 : 42 : 02.2

F

F

SARSAT-11

14.2149

820.43

01 : 41 : 18.1

F

F

SARSAT-12

14.1095

856.25

01 : 42 : 03.5

F

F
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and ground station simultaneously.
Store and forward mode (Global)–is applied when the
spacecraft does not see the beacon and ground station
simultaneously. The on board Search and Rescue Processor (SARP) receives and records search and rescue
beacon transmissions and repeatedly retransmits them as
part of a 3 minute continuously cyclical memory dump to
LUTs when they are visible as the satellite orbits the
Earth. This provides true global coverage [1,2].
Both modes, utilize a satellite downlink carrier frequency of 1544.5 MHz transmit LHCP (Left Hand Circular Polarization) to transmit to any LUT in view. Table
1 presents the orbital parameters and the status of SARSAT LEOSAR payload instruments as of October 2009.
Global is related to global coverage, and F means Fully
Operational [9–11].

3.2. Ground Segment
Receive-only ground stations, specifically designed to
track the search and rescue satellites as they pass across
the sky are called Local User Terminals. The LUTs are
fully automated and completely unmanned at all times
[8]. There are two-types of LUTs: Low Earth Orbiting
LUTs (LEOLUT) and Geostationary LUTs (GEOLUT).
These LUTs and their corresponding MCC (Mission
Control Center) to whom these LUTs are interconnected,
creates the US SARSAT ground segment. The distress
signal is received on the satellite uplink and then it is
transmitted to LEOLUTs by downlink. The beacon location is random and LUT locations are fixed and known.
The main functions of a LEOLUT are:

Track the SARSAT satellites

Recover beacon signals

Perform error checking

Perform Doppler processing

Send alert to Mission Control Center
The LEOLUT system consists of a satellite receive
antenna, a digital processing system, an operator display
and the software which implements all of the control,
monitoring and processing functions. Since LEOLUTs
track satellites in low orbits which move quickly relative
to a fixed point on Earth, the antenna includes an Antenna Control Unit (ACU) and a tracking mount mechanism with azimuth range of 360º and elevation up to 90º.
The appropriate antenna software controls the pointing of
the antenna. This ensures that antenna tracks the satellite
as it passes over the LEOLUT.
When a satellite receives a beacon signal from a distress location, the Search and Rescue Processor (SARP)
on board the LEO satellite performs Doppler processing
and generates an entry into the 2.4 kb/s Processed Data
Stream (pds) that is continuously “dumped” on 3 minute
intervals to any LUT in view of the satellite’s downlink
footprint. LEOLUT software accepts the satellite’s
down- link data stream, then decodes and extracts beacon
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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data messages. From each satellite pass taken by the
LEOLUT, software selects data from each detected beacon and validates time, frequency and message content.
Data from each pass, and for each beacon identification
number, is then passed to the solution processing software. The solution processing software determines an
optimum location based on a Doppler frequency curve.
The best curves are used to estimate the beacon location.
If the curve cannot be determined, the solution is declared “unlocated”. Once a signal is processed at the
LUT, then the data stream which provides solution and
status data is transmitted through a fully automatic
communication link to the mission control center (MCC)
that operates that particular LUT.
A mission control center (MCC) serves as the hub to
collect, store, and sort alert data from other LUTs and
other MCCs. The main function of an MCC is to distribute alert data to RCCs and other MCCs. The United States Mission Control Center (USMCC) in Suitland, MD
serves as the focal point of the U.S. SARSAT program.
NOAA operates 11 LEOLUTs in six locations, as presented in Table 2. These multiple LEOLUTs provide
total system redundancy and allow for a maximization of
satellite tracking within US Areas of Responsibility
(AOR). There are two LEOLUTs in each of the following locations, except for Maryland. Two independent
functionally and physically identical systems manufactured by “EMS Technologies” (a Canadian company),
are implemented in:

Miami, Florida (FL1&FL2)

Vandenberg, California (CA1&CA2)

Fairbanks, Alaska (AL1&AL2)

Wahiawa, Hawaii (HI1&HI2)

Andersen, Guam (GU1&GU2)

Suitland, Maryland (LEO Support Equipment)
Since each LUT operates independently, they are denoted as 1 and 2. The LEOLUT in Maryland is used as
support equipment for tests, software and hardware upgrades and analysis.

4. Downlink Interference
The adjacent satellite interference manifests when two
Table 2. LEOLUTs coordinates.
LEOLUT Locations

Latitude

Longitude

Maryland (MDLUT)

38.85

-76.94

Florida (FLLUT)

25.61

-80.38

California (CALUT)

34.66

-120.55

Alaska (ALLUT)

64.97

-147.51

Hawaii (HILUT)

21.52

-151.99

Guam (GULUT)

13.34

144.56
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satellites sharing the same downlink frequency are located close to each other from the perspective of the receiving ground station antenna, as presented in Figure 3
for LUTs of U.S. SARSAT ground segment.
The downlink of all SARSAT LEO satellites uses the
same 1544.5 MHz frequency. If the transmitted EIRP
from each satellite is similar, for two satellites close to
each other, the two signals will act as interference to each
other, severely degrading the received signal [16].
Downlink interference between S11 and S9 was documented by France in March and April 2009, when S9 and
S11 were close to each other. The 8 March 2009 occurrence of interference between these two satellites caused
four passes, over a period of three orbits, which produced
no pds solutions. The 16 April 2009 occurrence of interference caused three passes with no pds solutions over a
period of three orbits, presented in Table 3. But, the number of no pds solutions alone cannot accurately gauge
the amount of interference in the downlink. It is a significant variability in the number pds bursts received by
the satellite during each orbit depending on the path.
The received carrier frequency provides a useful measure of the interference level. The carrier frequency of the
transmitter is 1544.5 MHz, but the relative velocity between the satellite and LUT causes a Doppler shift in the
received frequency, and a plot over time shows the char-

acteristic Doppler curve of a LEO satellite. As the orbital
positions of the two satellites converge, so do their relative velocities to the LUT and Doppler curves [11].
The implemented software enables prediction of Doppler curves, as presented in Figure 4 for satellites S9 and
S11 having interference conflict with each other. Slight
differences in relative velocity between the two interfering satellites cause two distinct curves of carrier frequency. When the difference in relative velocity and angular
separation is minimal, the Doppler curves of the carrier
frequency become almost identical. In Figure 4, the angular separation of satellites viewed from LUT’s antenna
is presented on the right axis. Figure 5 shows the real time received carrier frequency for Florida-1 and Florida-2
LEOLUTs. Florida-1 is tracking S9 and Florida-2 is tracking S11. When receiver locks on the interfering signal,
a jump in the received carrier frequency is seen. These
interruptions in carrier lock results in loss of downlink
capability and can visually show when interference has
occurred. Figure 5 shows that for the most of the pass,
each LUT is successfully locked on its desired signal.
Two vertical lines show the period of interference. This
can result in missed bursts or no solutions received at all.
The similarity of predicted and real time recorded curves
is obvious.

4.1. Adjacent Satellites
Visual inspection shows pairs of satellites with similar

Figure 3. Adjacent satellites seen from the ground station.

Figure 4. Predicted doppler curves.

Table 3. Passes affected by interference.
Date

DOY

AOS

LOS

LUT

SAT

Orbit

03.08.09

067

16:31

16:43

LSE

S9

34844

03.08.09

067

16:35

16:47

CA2

S9

34844

03.08.09

067

18:08

18:18

AK2

S9

34845

03.08.09

067

19:56

20:04

CA1

S9

34846

04.16.09

106

19:49

19:58

CA2

S9

35401

04.16.09

106

21:34

21:44

HI2

S9

35402

04.17.09

107

0:58

1:11

GU2

S11

12932
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Reason
No pds
solution
No pds
solution
No pds
solution
No pds
solution
No pds
solution
No pds
solution
No pds
solution

Figure 5. Real time doppler curves.
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ground tracks. Kepler elements or the two line orbital
elements can be used to analyze the in-track separation.
The nearly identical orbital periods and ground tracks
will result in long durations where the satellites are in
close proximity of each other. In the case where the
satellites are in close proximity within the main lobe of
the receiving ground station antenna, long periods of
interference between the two satellites can manifest itself.
During these periods, the downlink of the adjacent satellites may be severely impaired [6]. Three pairs of operational SARSAT satellites are susceptible to this interference condition: S10/S12, S9/S11, and S7/S8 are identified and presented in Table 4 with their respective
orbital periods and differences between them.
The small difference in orbital periods of the S10/S12
pair is particularly concerning. The Orbit repeat cycle
indicates the number of orbits that satellite should pass
through to achieve the same position relative to the
adjacent satellite and to the fixed ground station. MatheTable 4. SARSAT adjacent satellites.
Difference

Orbit
Repeat
Cycle

Repeat
Cycle
(days)

01:42:03.53
01:42:02.23

00:00:01.30

4710

334

SARSAT11
SARSAT 9

01:41:18.10
01:41:07.18

00:00:10.92

556

39

SARSAT 8
SARSAT 7

01:41:56.75
01:41:04.20

00:00:52.55

116

8

Satellite

Orbit
Period

SARSAT12
SARSAT10

Table 5. SARSAT adjacent satellites.
Satellite
SARSAT12
SARSAT10

Slant range
(at 9.25°)
(km)
2544.5

Slant range
(at 5°)
(km)

Separation
Distance
(km)

2903.8

SARSAT11
SARSAT 9

2470.3

SARSAT 8
SARSAT 7

2534.4

2812.9

2806.5

416.4
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matically, Orbit repeat cycle is the ratio of orbit period
and orbital difference, as calculated and presented in
Table 4. Further, for this cycle to be expressed in days, it
should be divided by the mean motion from Table 1. The
USA documented that the launch of S12 (NOAA-19)
into an orbital plane similar to S10 (NOAA-18), and with
nearly identical orbital periods, created long periods of
adjacent interference. The first period of extended
interference occurred from 15 September 2009 to 20
September 2009.

4.2. Duration of Interference
To determine the duration of the interference periods, one
must find the minimal angular separation between satellites as seen from the ground station, when interference
occurs. This is highly dependent on the gain pattern and
pointing accuracy of the LUT antenna. For a typical LEOLUT antenna gain pattern, the -3dB (half power) beamwidth is found to be  4.25°. This beamwidth represents
the necessary angular separation to prevent undesired signals from being highly amplified. As the angular separation increases, the gain of the interfering source decreases.
Since the distance between the two satellites is relatively
constant during a singular pass, it can be seen that the
apparent angular separation is greatest when the satellites
are at their maximum elevation (closest approach) [17].
Thus, minimum angular separation occurs when the satellites are at minimum elevation. Thus, the cases with low
elevation are of interest from the interference aspect.
Let us consider a LUT with antenna aperture of
 4.25. This antenna is tracking a satellite, which is moving ahead relative to another satellite which is seen at
minimum elevation above the horizon (5°), as shown in
Figure 6.
These adjacent satellites, seen at low elevation, and
with a very low separation angle, have great potential to
interfere each other. The slant range is calculated for
elevations of 9.25° and 5° (5° horizon with 4.25° separa-

399.1

341.4

Table 6. SARSAT adjacent satellites.
Satellite

Velocity
(km/s)

Duratio
n
(s)

Interference
Repeat Cycle
(#Orbits)

Repeat
Cycle
(#days)

SARSAT12
SARSAT10

7.423
7.423

56.3

43.3

3.10

SARSAT11
SARSAT 9

7.446
7.441

53.9

4.9

0.35

SARSAT 8

7.447

SARSAT 7

7.426

46.1

0.9

0.06

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 6. Adjacent satellites under beamwidth angle.
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tion) from a ground station. Spatially the separation angle
is the spherical angle from 0° to 4.25°. The 0° point is on
the desired satellite, and 4.25° point is the -3dB interference point, consequently it is the largest possible distance
for interference from another satellite. The general formula for the slant range (d ) under elevation  0 is
[12–14]:

d  Re 



 H  Re

 Re



  cos 2  0  sin  0 



2

(1)

(2)

where d 2 is the slant range of pointed satellite from the
ground station and d1 is the slant range of the adjacent
satellite potential to interfere. Altitude H of each satellite
is in Table 1. The slant ranges and separation distances are
presented in Table 5. For more exact calculations these
separation distances should be multiplied by cosines of
separation angle (projection of separation distance in its
own orbit), which for too low angles can be considered as
1. This separation distance when interference may occur,
and the difference in orbital periods can then be used to
find the duration of possible interference. Considering
that these satellites are always moving with a particular
velocity v , the question is how long they can be together
within a separation angle of 4.25°. This represents the
Duration of possible interference. The frequency of these
events and their duration relative to the fixed ground
stations depend on the difference of orbital period times
(Table 4). The ratio of interference time duration to time
difference in orbital periods represents Interference repeat cycle per orbit. This cycle is expressed in days when
divided by mean motion (Table 1). Considering separation distance, predictions for the interference repeat cycle
of satellite pairs are listed in Table 6.
In general, the difference in orbital period between the
two satellites will dictate the duration and repeatability
of interference intervals. From Table 6 it is obvious that
the S10/S12 pair experiences the highest interference
repeat cycle, consequently the longest possible interference disturbance, because of too close orbital periods.
The S7/S8 pair is the least experiences with interference.

5. Downlink Interference Mitigation
As another approach, and for results comparison, a satellite orbit analysis program using the known LUT antenna
gain pattern is applied. Again, when the both satellites
are within -3dB beamwidth (separation angle of 4.25°)
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Satellite
pair
S9/S11
S9/S11
S9/S11
S9/S11
S10/S12

where, Re  6378 km is Earth radius and H is orbital altitude. The separation distance (sd ) can then be determined using a small angle approximation and applying
cosines theorem, as:
sd  d12  d 22  2d1 d 2 cos 4.25

Table 7. Timeline of significant future interference events.

S9/S11
S9/S11

Start of
interference
5.25.09,
18:06:59
7.03.09,
13:11:29
8.11.09,
01:29:55
9.18.09,
09:20:34
9.20.09,
10:49:37
10.26.09,
10:28:57
12.03.09,
07:23:15

End of
interference
5.26.09,
02:26:06
7.03.09,
19:37:15
8.11.09,
07:41:06
9.18.09,
14:40:31
9.23.09,
19:54:12
10.26.09,
16:34:48
12.03.09,
12:37:25

Duration
(days-hh:mm:ss)
0 – 08:19:07
0 – 06:25:46
0 – 06:11:11
0 – 05:19:57
3 – 09:04:35
0 – 06:05:51
0 – 05:14:10

from the point of view of the LUT, it was determined
that interference is possible.

5.1. Timelines and Events
Considering events on March and April from Table 3, a
period from May to December is analyzed. The beginning
of the period of possible interference was designated as
the first pass at a USA LUT where S10 and S12 would be
within 4.25° of each other at any point during the pass.
The predicted periods of interference were generated by a
satellite orbital analysis program. Table 7 shows the timeline of these significant events.
The duration of the S10/S12 interference is of particular concern, and has been verified through this secondary
method to be about 3 days (See Table 6 and Table 7, approximately the same results from mathematical analysis
and simulation results). The duration of S9/S11 interference periods decreases as predictions are made farther in
the future. Periods of S8/S7 interference are approximately one orbit in duration repeating every 8 days, and
therefore, are not listed.
Thus, considering antenna pattern and satellite pass
geometry, analytical models can be built to predict the
time and duration of interference based on the angular
separation between the two satellites [18]. The interference mitigation efforts should be performed if operational impacts become severe. Mitigation efforts must be
relatively benign. Canada developed a procedure to interrupt RF transmission from the satellite with a minimal
chance of irrecoverable failure. The USA executed this
procedure when the operational impacts of interference
became evident. The USA analyzed the downlink characteristics during the periods both before and after the
mitigation actions were taken. This process is further
described.

5.2. Interference Records
Satellite pair S10/S12, as the worst case of adjacent interference is further analyzed. The Canadian procedure to
IJCNS
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interrupt the downlink RF transmission from the satellite
is considered to be applied as a method to mitigate adjacent satellite interference. The turnoff transmission was
planned for S10. Further plots presented in Figure 7,
Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 show various passes, in
chronological order, before the turnoff of the downlink of
S10. The received carrier frequency is shown on the left
axis, and modulation index mean and RMS (Route Mean
Square) on the right axis. Modulation index indicates the
quantity by how much the modulated variable varies
around its unmodulated level. Considering downlink
phase modulation, this index relates to the variations in
the phase of the carrier signal.
Figure 7 shows the case with relatively high maximal
elevation of 76º and Figure 8, the case with medium maximal elevation of 36º. Figure 7 shows the interference during AOS (Acquisition of Satellite), as bit and frame sync
is being established. Frequency jumps in the downlink
carrier can be seen in the upper left corner of Figure 7, and
are reflected by a high mean modulation index at the same
time. Further, as the satellite moves toward higher elevation there is no interference (medium part of figure) and
then again there is interference near LOS (Loss of Satellite). In Figure 8 it is very expressive modulation index
and frequency jump during the loss of satellite. Figure 9
and Figure 10; show the cases with low maximal elevation, respectively of 12º and 9º respectively. The jump in
frequency is present in both, particularly under 9º.
Carrier Freq
Mod Index (Mean)
Mod Index (RMS)

17-Sep - AOS 07:21
Max Elevation = 76o
40000

2
1.8

30000

1.6

20000
1.4

10000

1.2

1
0
07:20:00 07:22:00 07:24:00 07:26:00 07:28:00 07:30:00 07:32:00 07:34:00 07:36:00 07:38:00
0.8

-10000

0.6

-20000
0.4

-30000

0.2

-40000

0

Figure 7. Doppler curve for maximal elevation of 76 º.
16-Sep - AOS 18:58
Max Elevation = 36o

Carrier Freq
Mod Index (Mean)
Mod Index (RMS)

40000

2
1.8

30000

1.6

20000
1.4

10000
0
18:58:00

1.2
1

19:00:00

19:02:00

19:04:00

19:06:00

19:08:00

19:10:00

19:12:00

19:14:00

-10000
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Carrier Freq
Mod Index (Mean)
Mod Index (RMS)

17-Sep - AOS 05:41
Max Elevation = 12o

40000

2
1.8

30000

1.6

20000
1.4

10000
0
05:40:00

1.2
1

05:42:00

05:44:00

05:46:00

05:48:00

05:50:00

05:52:00

05:54:00

05:56:00
0.8

-10000

0.6

-20000
0.4

-30000

0.2

-40000

0

Figure 9. Doppler curve for maximal elevation of 12 º.
17-Sep - AOS 09:03
Max Elevation = 9o

Carrier Freq
Mod Index (Mean)
Mod Index (RMS)

40000

2
1.8

30000

1.6

20000
1.4

10000
0
09:02:00

1.2
1

09:04:00

09:06:00

09:08:00

09:10:00

09:12:00

09:14:00

-10000

09:16:00
0.8
0.6

-20000
0.4

-30000
-40000

0.2
0

Figure 10. Doppler curve for maximal elevation of 9º.

In all figures before the turnoff of the S10 downlink, the
received carrier frequency can be seen jumping from one
satellite’s downlink to the other one, causing the degradation of downlink capabilities. The modulation indices
are higher during these times since the receiver cannot
lock on only one carrier. The modulation indices are
typically lower (less interference) during the middle of the
pass when the apparent separation of the satellites is
greatest. The total magnitude of interference is greater for
low elevation passes, and it becomes even greater as the
peak period of interference approaches (from one pass to
the next).
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the same plots after the
downlink of S10 had been turned off. They show that the
only increase of the modulation indices occurs near AOS
and LOS, when the signal is the weakest. Figure 11 and
Figure 12 are typical of what you would see during a
nominal pass with no interference. The procedures developed by Canada and executed by the USA were successful in interference mitigation. The worst of the inter
ference was completely mitigated through the coordinated efforts of the ground and space segment providers.

0.8
0.6

-20000

6. Conclusions

0.4

-30000
-40000

Figure 8. Doppler curve for maximal elevation of 36 º.
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Figure 12. No interference doppler curve for Max. El. 48º.

the ground station is of high importance to this process.
It is confirmed that adjacent SARSAT satellites with
short differences in orbital period interfere with each
other. During these interference periods, significant degradation of downlink occurs.
The procedure to interrupt the downlink RF transmission from the “undesired” satellite is applied as a method
to mitigate adjacent satellite interference. It has been
confirmed that the interference was mitigated using this
method. For newly built terminals though, larger antennas with a narrower beamwidth may also reduce the adjacent interference issue and impacts.
The DASS (Distress Alert Satellite System) is a newly
developed & future approach intended to enhance the
international COSPAS-SARSAT program. In this effort the satellite-aided search and rescue (SAR) system
will install 406 MHz SAR instruments on the Medium
Earth Orbit (MEO) navigational satellites [GPS (US),
Galileo (EU), and Glonass (Russian Federation)]. With
an expected 80 satellites expected once fully operational,
new processing algorithms and interference mitigation
strategies should also be considered. Because of the
much higher altitudes of MEO satellites, a larger separation distance exists, and the adjacent interference will be
less pronounced. This is just one more significant factor
in favour of DASS approach.
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